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Plague of Darkness
The dramatic first-person account of life inside an ultra-fundamentalist American religious sect, and one
woman’s courageous flight to freedom with her eight children. When she was eighteen years old, Carolyn
Jessop was coerced into an arranged marriage with a total stranger: a man thirty-two years her senior. Merril
Jessop already had three wives. But arranged plural marriages were an integral part of Carolyn’s heritage:
She was born into and raised in the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (FLDS), the
radical offshoot of the Mormon Church that had settled in small communities along the Arizona-Utah
border. Over the next fifteen years, Carolyn had eight children and withstood her husband’s psychological
abuse and the watchful eyes of his other wives who were locked in a constant battle for supremacy.
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Carolyn’s every move was dictated by her husband’s whims. He decided where she lived and how her
children would be treated. He controlled the money she earned as a school teacher. He chose when they had
sex; Carolyn could only refuse at her own peril. For in the FLDS, a wife’s compliance with her husband
determined how much status both she and her children held in the family. Carolyn was miserable for years
and wanted out, but she knew that if she tried to leave and got caught, her children would be taken away from
her. No woman in the country had ever escaped from the FLDS and managed to get her children out, too.
But in 2003, Carolyn chose freedom over fear and fled her home with her eight children. She had $20 to her
name. Escape exposes a world tantamount to a prison camp, created by religious fanatics who, in the name of
God, deprive their followers the right to make choices, force women to be totally subservient to men, and
brainwash children in church-run schools. Against this background, Carolyn Jessop’s flight takes on an
extraordinary, inspiring power. Not only did she manage a daring escape from a brutal environment, she
became the first woman ever granted full custody of her children in a contested suit involving the FLDS. And
in 2006, her reports to the Utah attorney general on church abuses formed a crucial part of the case that led to
the arrest of their notorious leader, Warren Jeffs.

The Marrying of Chani Kaufman
A memoir of Bohemian Jew hiding out during the World War II in czechoslovakia

Stargazing in the Atomic Age
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First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Escape
More than 25 years in preparation, this new addition to the FOTL series provides a form-critical analysis of
the first 18 chapters of the Book of Exodus, discussing each unit of the text in turn, showing how its internal
structures reveal the genre and social setting in which the book was written, and explaining what this means
for proper interpretation.

The Tuscan Secret
Of the 400,000 German-speaking Jews that escaped the Third Reich, about 16,000 ended up in Shanghai,
China. This groundbreaking volume gathers 20 years of interviews with over 100 former Shanghai refugees. It
offers a moving collective portrait of courage, culture shock, persistence, and enduring hope in the face of
unimaginable hardships.

The Rational Bible: Exodus
Literary Nonfiction. Poetry. Jewish Studies. Memoir. Are we ever done leaving home? Acclaimed poet and
memoirist David Biespiel tells the story of the rise and fall of his Jewish boyhood in Texas, and his search for
the answer to his life's central riddle. After a near-forty-year exile, Biespiel returns for a day to the world he
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left behind as a different person. He creates a moving meditation on the meaning of home, uncovering
bittersweet realities of age, youth, and family with tenderness and devastating honesty.

Finding Ma

ana

During World War II, with apocalypse imminent, a group of well-known Jewish artists and scientists
sidestepped despair by challenging themselves to solve some of the most difficult questions posed by our age.
Many of these people had just fled Europe. Others were born in the United States to immigrants who had
escaped Russia’s pogroms. Alternately celebrated as mavericks and dismissed as eccentrics, they trespassed
the boundaries of their own disciplines as the entrance to nations slammed shut behind them. In Stargazing
in the Atomic Age, Anne Goldman deftly interweaves personal and intellectual history in lucent essays that
throw new light on these figures and their virtuosic thinking. In sentences that mingle learning with selfrevelation, juxtaposition becomes an instrument for making the familiar strange, leading us to question our
assumptions about who these iconic characters were and where their contributions can lead us. In these
pages, Albert Einstein plays Mozart to align mathematical principle with the music of the spheres. Here, too,
Grace Paley and Saul Bellow contemplate the dirt and dazzle of the New York and Chicago streets from their
walk-ups while dreaming up characters whose bravura equals the panache and twang of vernacular speech.
Nearby, Marc Chagall eludes the worst of World War II by painting buoyant scenes on the ceiling of the
Paris Opera in brilliant stained glass no less exuberant than the effervescent jazz of George Gershwin’s own
Rhapsody in Blue. In these essays, Goldman reminds readers that Jewish history offers as many illustrations of
achievement as of affliction. At the same time, she gestures toward the ways in which invention and art that
defy partisanship might offer us example as we enter a newly divisive era.
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The Gold of Exodus
"[A] hilarious and heartbreaking story of a Jewish family’s escape from oppression."--The New York Times
A compelling story of two intertwined journeys: a Jewish refugee family fleeing persecution and a young man
seeking to reclaim a shattered past. In the twilight of the Cold War (the late 1980s), nine-year old Lev
Golinkin and his family cross the Soviet border with only ten suitcases, $600, and the vague promise of help
awaiting in Vienna. Years later, Lev, now an American adult, sets out to retrace his family's long trek, locate
the strangers who fought for his freedom, and in the process, gain a future by understanding his past. Lev
Golinkin's memoir is the vivid, darkly comic, and poignant story of a young boy in the confusing and often
chilling final decade of the Soviet Union. It's also the story of Lev Golinkin, the American man who finally
confronts his buried past by returning to Austria and Eastern Europe to track down the strangers who made
his escape possible . . . and say thank you. Written with biting, acerbic wit and emotional honesty in the vein
of Gary Shteyngart, Jonathan Safran Foer, and David Bezmozgis, Golinkin's search for personal identity set
against the relentless currents of history is more than a memoir—it's a portrait of a lost era. This is a thrilling
tale of escape and survival, a deeply personal look at the life of a Jewish child caught in the last gasp of the
Soviet Union, and a provocative investigation into the power of hatred and the search for belonging. Lev
Golinkin achieves an amazing feat—and it marks the debut of a fiercely intelligent, defiant, and unforgettable
new voice. From the Hardcover edition.

Sipping from the Nile
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Rahul Pandita was fourteen years old when he was forced to leave his home in Srinagar along with his family.
They were Kashmiri Pandits-the Hindu minority within a Muslim-majority Kashmir that was by 1990
becoming increasingly agitated with the cries of 'Azaadi' from India. Our Moon Has Blood Clots is the story
of Kashmir, in which hundreds of thousands of Pandits were tortured, killed and forced to leave their homes
by Islamist militants, and forced to spend the rest of their lives in exile in their own country. Pandita has
written a deeply personal, powerful and unforgettable story of history, home and loss.

Defiant
Aztec and Mayan chronicles told of voyagers who arrived from across the Atlantic Ocean centuries before
Columbus. Remembered as founding fathers, they hailed from a remote land called Tlillan Tlapallan, "Black
Land Red Land." Now, for the first time, Exodus Lost presents compelling evidence that this lost homeland
was Kemet Deshret, "Black Land Red Land," the ancient Egyptian name for Egypt. From this follow a series
of groundbreaking discoveries into the origins of Mexican civilization, the roots of Western civilization, the
creation of the alphabet, the history of the pyramids, and even new archaeological evidence for several major
Bible stories. Enter a world of exploration and discovery, mystery and revelation. Whether your passion is
archaeology or religion, history or simply a great adventure, Exodus Lost delivers. Beautifully illustrated with
126 photos, maps, and engravings.

The Last Exodus
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An NYRB Classics Original Few writers had to confront as many of the last century’s mass tragedies as
Vasily Grossman, who wrote with terrifying clarity about the Shoah, the Battle of Stalingrad, and the Terror
Famine in the Ukraine. An Armenian Sketchbook, however, shows us a very different Grossman, notable for
his tenderness, warmth, and sense of fun. After the Soviet government confiscated—or, as Grossman always
put it, “arrested”—Life and Fate, he took on the task of revising a literal Russian translation of a long
Armenian novel. The novel was of little interest to him, but he needed money and was evidently glad of an
excuse to travel to Armenia. An Armenian Sketchbook is his account of the two months he spent there. This
is by far the most personal and intimate of Grossman’s works, endowed with an air of absolute spontaneity,
as though he is simply chatting to the reader about his impressions of Armenia—its mountains, its ancient
churches, its people—while also examining his own thoughts and moods. A wonderfully human account of
travel to a faraway place, An Armenian Sketchbook also has the vivid appeal of a self-portrait.

The Man in the White Sharkskin Suit
In the spring of 2001, Dr. M?ller and an American TV crew went to the bottom of the Red Sea to reveal the
remains of Pharaoh’s army. They also discovered several lost places and cities recorded in the Bible, and the
true location of the mountain where Moses received the Ten Commandments. All this evidence is available
in The Exodus Case. Join Dr. M?ller on his journeys and study for yourself this stunning material supported
by more than 500 new colour photos and detailed satellite photos. Thoroughly researched and written by
Swedish scientist Dr. Lennart M?ller, this book takes you on an exciting journey through early biblical times
from Abraham to the Exodus and discloses brand new discoveries by Dr. M?ller and his team in Egypt, Sinai,
Turkey, and in the Middle East.
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Out of Egypt
Traces the author's upbringing in a Hasidic community in Brooklyn, describing the strict rules that governed
her life, arranged marriage at the age of seventeen, and the birth of her son, which led to her plan to leave and
forge her own path in life.

Beg, Borrow, Steal
Writers' League of Texas Discovery Award Wordwrite Award Finalist: Pirate's Alley Faulkner Prize, May
Sarton Award, Independent Publisher Book Award, Chautauqua Prize a Redbook Magazine and Good
Housekeeping Best of the Year Houston Chronicle #1 Pick Uncovered is the first memoir to tell of a gay
woman leaving the Hasidic fold. Told in understated, crystalline prose, Lax begins her story as a young teen
leaving her liberal, secular home to become a Hasidic Jew, then plumbs the nuances of her arranged
marriage, fundamentalist faith, and Hasidic motherhood, as her creative, sexual, and spiritual longings
shimmer beneath the surface.

Undisputed Truth
A “stunning” portrait of life and love inside an insular Jewish community that “reads like an Orthodox
Pride and Prejudice . . . Rewardingly delightful” (Bust). London, 2008. Nineteen-year-old Chani Kaufman
is betrothed to Baruch Levy, a young man she’s seen only four times before their wedding day. All the cups
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of cold coffee and small talk with suitors have led up to this moment. But the happiness Chani and Baruch
feel is outweighed by their anxiety about the realities of married life; about whether they will be able to have
fewer children than Chani’s mother, who has eight daughters; and about the frightening, unspeakable
secrets of the wedding night. Through the story of Chani and Baruch’s unusual courtship, we meet a very
different couple: Rabbi Chaim Zilberman and his wife, Rebbetzin Rivka Zilberman. As Chani and Baruch
prepare to share a lifetime, Chaim and Rivka struggle to keep their marriage alive—and all four, together with
the rest of the community, face difficult decisions about the place of faith and family in the contemporary
world. Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize and selected as an Amazon Best Book of the Month, The
Marrying of Chani Kaufman is a “deeply melodic and exciting” story that “will resonate with readers
from all backgrounds” and “linger after the last page” (Publishers Weekly).

Escaping Exodus
Traces the story of the author's father's rise and fall as a multi-ton marijuana smuggler against a backdrop of
Reagan politics and the heated debates that continue today. 35,000 first printing.

Our Moon Has Blood Clots
Mount Sinai. For many, it is the most sacred place on Earth—the site where God descended to give Moses
the Ten Commandments. Yet for centuries, mankind has not known its exact location. In this heartpounding true story, award-winning journalist and bestselling author Howard Blum tells the enthralling
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account of two modern-day adventurers—Larry Williams, a two-time Republican candidate for the U.S.
Senate from Montana and a self-made millionaire, and his friend Bob Cornuke, a retired policemen and
former SWAT team member. Lured by the prospect of finding the fabled fortune in gold that the ancient
Hebrews took with them when they fled from Egypt, the two men set out to find the true site of Mount
Sinai—with only the Old Testament as a guide. Eminent biblical scholars at Harvard and the University of
Pennsylvania have argued that Mount Sinai is not in the Sinai Peninsula at all, but rather in northwestern
Saudi Arabia. However, they were never allowed into the kingdom to prove their argument. When Cornuke
and Williams are also denied entry, they daringly sneak into Saudi Arabia. And what they discover at the
mountain known as Jabal al Lawz will astonish the world—and inspire readers to rethink the role of the Bible
in history. They find the remains of the stone altar at which the Golden Calf was worshiped, the twelve pillars
that Moses ordered to be erected, the cave where Moses slept, and, most sensationally, the unnaturally
scorched spot on the mountaintop where God gave Moses the two stone tablets. They also explain, in a
fascinating account, the truth about the parting of the Red Sea waters. And not the least of their discoveries is
the fact that one of the most sacred spots on earth is now a top secret Saudi military base. As these two
adventurers follow in Moses' footsteps, they become pawns in a dangerous game of international power
politics and intrigue, This action-packed tale—part high-tech treasure hunt, part modern-day spy thriller,
and part biblical detective story—is riveting. And it is all true.

An Armenian Sketchbook
Be sure to check out IRON AMBITION: My Life with Cus D’Amato by Mike Tyson “Raw, powerful and
disturbing—a head-spinning take on Mr. Tyson's life.”—Wall Street Journal Philosopher, Broadway
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headliner, fighter, felon—Mike Tyson has defied stereotypes, expectations, and a lot of conventional wisdom
during his three decades in the public eye. Bullied as a boy in the toughest, poorest neighborhood in
Brooklyn, Tyson grew up to become one of the most ferocious boxers of all time—and the youngest
heavyweight champion ever. But his brilliance in the ring was often compromised by reckless behavior.
Yet—even after hitting rock bottom—the man who once admitted being addicted “to everything” fought
his way back, achieving triumphant success as an actor and newfound happiness and stability as a father and
husband. Brutal, honest, raw, and often hilarious, Undisputed Truth is the singular journey of an inspiring
American original.

Exodus to Shanghai
Lucette Lagnado's father, Leon, is a successful Egyptian businessman and boulevardier who, dressed in his
signature white sharkskin suit, makes deals and trades at Shepherd's Hotel and at the dark bar of the Nile
Hilton. After the fall of King Farouk and the rise of the Nasser dictatorship, Leon loses everything and his
family is forced to flee, abandoning a life once marked by beauty and luxury to plunge into hardship and
poverty, as they take flight for any country that would have them. A vivid, heartbreaking, and powerful
inversion of the American dream, Lucette Lagnado's unforgettable memoir is a sweeping story of family,
faith, tradition, tragedy, and triumph set against the stunning backdrop of Cairo, Paris, and New York.
Winner of the Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish Literature and hailed by the New York Times Book Review as a
"brilliant, crushing book" and the New Yorker as a memoir of ruin "told without melodrama by its youngest
survivor," The Man in the White Sharkskin Suit recounts the exile of the author's Jewish Egyptian family
from Cairo in 1963 and her father's heroic and tragic struggle to survive his "riches to rags" trajectory.
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Exodus
In Beg, Borrow, Steal Michael Greenberg regales us with his wry and vivid take on the life of a writer of little
means trying to practice his craft or simply stay alive. He finds himself doctoring doomed movie scripts;
selling cosmetics from an ironing board in front of a women's department store; writing about golf, a game he
has never played; and botching his debut as a waiter in a posh restaurant. Central characters include
Michael's father, whose prediction that Michael's "scribbling" wouldn't get him on the subway almost came
true; his artistic first wife, whom he met in a Greenwich Village high school; and their son who grew up on
the Lower East Side, fluent in the language of the street and in the language of the parlor. Then there are
Greenberg's unexpected encounters: a Holocaust survivor who on his deathbed tries to leave Michael his
fortune; a repentant communist who confesses his sins; a man who becomes a woman; a Chilean filmmaker
in search of his past; and rats who behave like humans and cease to live underground. Hilarious and
bittersweet, Greenberg's stories invite us into a world where the familial, the literary, the tragic and the
mundane not only speak to one another, but deeply enjoy the exchange.

Exodus Lost
A moving and revealing exploration of ultra-Orthodox Judaism and one man's loss of faith Shulem Deen
was raised to believe that questions are dangerous. As a member of the Skverers, one of the most insular
Hasidic sects in the US, he knows little about the outside world—only that it is to be shunned. His marriage
at eighteen is arranged and several children soon follow. Deen's first transgression—turning on the radio—is
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small, but his curiosity leads him to the library, and later the Internet. Soon he begins a feverish inquiry into
the tenets of his religious beliefs, until, several years later, his faith unravels entirely. Now a heretic, he fears
being discovered and ostracized from the only world he knows. His relationship with his family at stake, he is
forced into a life of deception, and begins a long struggle to hold on to those he loves most: his five children.
In All Who Go Do Not Return, Deen bravely traces his harrowing loss of faith, while offering an illuminating
look at a highly secretive world.

A Place of Exodus
Exodus: This presentation of the Exodus is like no other in the world. You will be learning who Joseph was
and the Pharaoh of the Exodus. But, greater than all this you will be taking a journey into Egypt that assuredly
Egypt does NOT wish you to see. One of the greatest fights in Egypt is over Exodus artifacts. Full Color, HD
Imagery by Trey Smith

Unorthodox
An Unorthodox Match is a powerful and moving novel of faith, love, and acceptance, from author Naomi
Ragen, the international bestselling author of The Devil in Jerusalem. California girl Lola has her life all set up:
business degree, handsome fiancé, fast track career, when suddenly, without warning, everything tragically
implodes. After years fruitlessly searching for love, marriage, and children, she decides to take the radical step
of seeking spirituality and meaning far outside the parameters of modern life in the insular, ultraorthodox
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enclave of Boro Park, Brooklyn. There, fate brings her to the dysfunctional home of newly-widowed Jacob, a
devout Torah scholar, whose life is also in turmoil, and whose small children are aching for the kindness of a
womanly touch. While her mother direly predicts she is ruining her life, enslaving herself to a community
that is a misogynistic religious cult, Lola’s heart tells her something far more complicated. But it is the
shocking and unexpected messages of her new community itself which will finally force her into a deeper
understanding of the real choices she now faces and which will ultimately decide her fate.

The Last Pirate
A New York Times reporter recounts her childhood in Cuba before the events of the Mariel boatlift rendered
her a teenage refugee in Miami, describing the Cuban revolution, the beliefs about el norte that prompted her
family's immigration, and her prize-winning journalism career. 25,000 first printing.

All Who Go Do Not Return
The son of a flamboyant Jewish clan recounts his family's move to turn-of-the-century Alexandria, the
family's many colorful members, its pursuit of wealth and happiness, and its struggles with anti-Semitic and
anti-Western nationalism. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

Exodus 1-18
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There would be no Moses, no crossing of the Red Sea, no story of breaking the chains of slavery if it weren’t
for the women in the Exodus narrative. Women on both sides of the Nile exhibited a subversive strength
resisting Pharaoh and leading an entire people to freedom. Defiant explores how the Exodus women
summoned their courage, harnessed their intelligence, and gathered their resources to enact justice in many
small ways and overturned an empire. Women find themselves in similar circumstances today. The
Women’s March stirred the conscience of a nation and prompted women to organize with and for their
neighbors, it is worth reflecting on the resistance literature of Exodus and what it has to offer women. Defiant
is about the deep work women do to create conditions for liberation in their church, community, and
country. The women of Exodus defied Pharaoh, raised Moses, and plundered Egypt. We are invited to
consider what the midwives, mothers of Moses, Miriam, Zipporah and her sisters demonstrate under the
oppressive regime of Pharaoh and what it might unlock for us as we imagine our mandate under modern
systems of injustice. Kelley Nikondeha presents a fresh paradigm for women, highlighting a biblical mandate
to join the liberation work in our world. Women’s work involves more than tending to our own family and
home. According to Exodus, it moves us beyond the domestic territory and into relationship with women
across the river, confronting injustice and working to liberate our neighborhoods so all mothers and children
are free. Nikondeha calls women to continue to be active agents in heralding liberation as we organize and
march together for one another’s freedom.

My Exodus
The author of the explosive New York Times-bestselling memoir Unorthodox chronicles her continuing
journey as a single mother, an independent woman, and a religious refugee. In 2009, at the age of twentyPage 15/27
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three, Deborah Feldman walked away from the rampant oppression, abuse, and isolation of her Satmar
upbringing in Williamsburg, Brooklyn to forge a better life for herself and her young son. Since leaving,
Feldman has navigated remarkable experiences: raising her son in the “real” world, finding solace and
solitude in a writing career, and searching for love. Culminating in an unforgettable trip across Europe to
retrace her grandmother’s life during the Holocaust, Exodus is a deeply moving exploration of the
mysterious bonds that tie us to family and religion, the bonds we must sometimes break to find our true
selves.

Exodus to the Virtual World
The author describes her life growing up as a priviledged, protected child in 1950s Egypt.

Uncovered
Surveys the growing popularity of virtual reality worlds as represented by such online games as World of
Warcraft and Second Life, explaining how virtual arenas have become representative of new social, political,
and economic orders that have captured the attention of millions of everyday people. 20,000 first printing.

Unchosen
Follow the Sacred Journey to Create One of the Lasting Musical Masterpieces of Our Time Bob Marley is
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one of our most important and influential artists. Recorded in London after an assassination attempt on his
life sent Marley into exile from Jamaica, Exodus is the most lasting testament to his social conscience. Named
by Time magazine as “Album of the Century,” Exodus is reggae superstar Bob Marley’s masterpiece of
spiritual exploration. Vivien Goldman was the first journalist to introduce mass white audiences to the Rasta
sounds of Bob Marley. Throughout the late 1970s, Goldman was a fly on the wall as she watched reggae grow
and evolve, and charted the careers of many of its superstars, especially Bob Marley. So close was Vivien to
Bob and the Wailers that she was a guest at his Kingston home just days before gunmen came in a rush to kill
“The Skip.” Now, in The Book of Exodus, Goldman chronicles the making of this album, from its
conception in Jamaica to the raucous but intense all-night studio sessions in London. But The Book of
Exodus is so much more than a making-of-a-record story. This remarkable book takes us through the
history of Jamaican music, Marley’s own personal journey from the Trench Town ghetto to his status as
global superstar, as well as Marley’s deep spiritual practice of Rastafari and the roots of this religion.
Goldman also traces the biblical themes of the Exodus story, and its practical relevance to us today, through
various other art forms, leading up to and culminating with Exodus. Never before has there been such an
intimate, first-hand portrait of Marley’s spirituality, his political involvement, and his life in exile in
London, leading up to histriumphant return to the stage in Jamaica at the Peace Concert of 1978. Here is an
unforgettable portrait of Bob Marley and an acutely perceptive appreciation of his musical and spiritual
legacy. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Book of Exodus
The Book of Exodus is perhaps one of the most enlightening and rich books in the entire King James Bible. It
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is not just a historical account of how God called Moses to lead the Children of Israel out of Egyptian
bondage, but it is a book full of prophetic types that speak of the first and second comings of Jesus Christ.
The Book of Exodus also reveals the nature and holiness of God. The following topics are discussed and
interpreted: The call of Moses The 10 plagues in Egypt The Exodus route and a day-by-day account Where
is Mt. Sinai? Where was the Red Sea crossed? What happened at Mt. Sinai? The 40-year Exodus Journey The
Tabernacle The Levitical Sacrificial System Garments of the Priesthood The Seven Feasts of Israel and more"

The Book of Exodus
The Earth lies in ruins in the aftermath of an extraterrestrial invasion, the land devastated by a desperate war
with no winners between mankind and a race of vicious, intelligent creatures. The seas are drying up while
the atmosphere corrodes and slowly cooks any life remaining on the now desolate rock. Food is scarce, trust
even more so, and the only people left alive all have done horrific things to stay that way. Among the few
survivors is Lucas, an ordinary man hardened by the last few years after the world’s end. He’s fought off
bandits, murderers, and stranded creatures on his long trek across the country in search of his family, the one
thing that drives him to outlive his dying planet. What he finds instead is hope, something thought to be lost
in the world. There’s a ship buried in a crater wall. One of theirs. One that works. To fly it, Lucas must join
forces with a traitorous alien scientist and a captured, merciless raider named Asha. But unless they find
common ground, all will die, stranded on a ruined Earth. Combining gritty post-apocalyptic survival and
epic space opera, The Last Exodus is the beginning of a new action-packed science fiction adventure where
the future of the human race depends on its survivors leaving the past behind. Skyhorse Publishing, under
our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in
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science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark,
sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies,
vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to
publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors.

Egypt Under the Pharaohs
In sharing his own story of being a committed believer who struggled with same sex attraction early in his life,
author, husband, and father Alan Chambers will help you understand the issues from the inside. And as the
former president of the largest ex-gay ministry, Alan knows all the arguments, the concerns, the scriptures,
and the heartaches. My Exodus encourages us to look for and affirm the image of God in everyone. It’s a
reminder that God is still at work and deeply loves his creation. And it’s a book for everyone who wants to
be welcoming and loving to all people without compromising their faith or their biblical theology. Through
personal and powerful stories and opening the scriptures, you will come to understand how to love all people
and positively engage our culture in the red hot conversations and topics surrounding LGBT and the Church
Ultimately, My Exodus equips us all to be better and do better in God-honoring ways. By embracing the idea
of loving well because we want to and not because we have to, we will find hope for ourselves, for the
Church, and for our world.

Exodus
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A national bestseller! Why do so many people think the Bible, the most influential book in world history, is
outdated? Why do our friends and neighbors – and sometimes we ourselves – dismiss the Bible as
irrelevant, irrational, immoral, or all of these things? This explanation of the Book of Exodus, the second
book of the Bible, will demonstrate that the Bible is not only powerfully relevant to today’s issues, but
completely consistent with rational thought. Do you think the Bible permitted the trans-Atlantic slave trade?
You won’t after reading this book. Do you struggle to love your parents? If you do, you need this book. Do
you doubt the existence of God because belief in God is “irrational?” This book will give you reason after
reason to rethink your doubts. The title of this commentary is, “The Rational Bible” because its approach
is entirely reason-based. The reader is never asked to accept anything on faith alone. As Prager says, “If
something I write does not make rational sense, I have not done my job.” The Rational Bible is the fruit of
Dennis Prager’s forty years of teaching the Bible to people of every faith, and no faith. On virtually every
page, you will discover how the text relates to the contemporary world and to your life. His goal: to change
your mind – and then change your life.

A Backpack, a Bear, and Eight Crates of Vodka
The powerful coming-of-age story of an ultra-Orthodox child who was born to become a rabbinic leader
and instead became a woman Abby Stein was raised in a Hasidic Jewish community in Brooklyn, isolated in a
culture that lives according to the laws and practices of eighteenth-century Eastern Europe, speaking only
Yiddish and Hebrew and shunning modern life. Stein was born as the first son in a dynastic rabbinical family,
poised to become a leader of the next generation of Hasidic Jews. But Abby felt certain at a young age that she
was a girl. She suppressed her desire for a new body while looking for answers wherever she could find them,
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from forbidden religious texts to smuggled secular examinations of faith. Finally, she orchestrated a personal
exodus from ultra-Orthodox manhood to mainstream femininity-a radical choice that forced her to leave
her home, her family, her way of life. Powerful in the truths it reveals about biology, culture, faith, and
identity, Becoming Eve poses the enduring question: How far will you go to become the person you were
meant to be?

The Exodus Case
Il Mulino. An old crumbling mill, by a winding river, nestled in the Tuscan mountains. An empty home that
holds memories of homemade pasta and Nonna’s stories by the fire, and later: the Nazi invasion, and a
family torn apart by a heartbreaking betrayal. Anna is distraught when her beloved mother, Ines, passes away.
She inherits a box of papers, handwritten in Italian and yellowed with age, and a tantalising promise that the
truth about what happened during the war lies within. The diaries lead Anna to the small village of Rofelle,
where she slowly starts to heal as she explores sun-kissed olive groves, and pieces together her mother’s
past: happy days spent herding sheep across Tuscan meadows cruelly interrupted when World War Two
erupted and the Nazis arrived; fleeing her home to join the Resistenza; and risking everything to protect an
injured British soldier who captured her heart. But Anna is no closer to learning the truth: what sent Ines
running from her adored homeland? When she meets an elderly Italian gentleman living in a deserted
hamlet, who flinches at her mother’s name and refuses to speak English, Anna is sure he knows more about
the devastating secret that tore apart her mother’s family. But in this small Tuscan community, some
wartime secrets were never meant to be uncovered… A stunning tale, inspired by true events, about how the
tragic consequences of war can echo through generations, and how love can guide us through the darkest
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times. Fans of Kristin Hannah’s The Nightingale and The Letter by Kathryn Hughes will be captivated.
Readers have fallen in love with The Tuscan Secret: ‘Wow! The writing is magnificent… A story of love,
lose, secrets and hope… I have truly fallen in love… A beautiful, touching story that I would recommend to
everyone.’ Cooking the Books ‘An absolutely gripping story of world War II… You must read this book.
You can hardly put it down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow what a story… could not put it down.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Boy what an emotional read… I felt myself welling up and on the verge of
tears… written superbly.’ The Ginger Book Geek ‘Exquisite writing… If you are a fan of Kristin
Hannah's The Nightingale, you cannot miss this one… I highly recommend it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Angela Petch is astounding… a compelling story… an enthralling experience… Highly recommend
this as a must-read.’ Giascribes ‘This beautifully woven story had me captivated from the start… I could
not help but LOVE the descriptions of Tuscany, the countryside, the people and the food.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘This was a beautifully told tale… a perfect read… so wonderfully descriptive I could
imagine myself there amongst the breathtaking scenery and tasting the delicious Italian food…
exceptional.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was gripped… The author weaves a magical tale.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A fabulous historical fiction story… wonderful… Angela Petch is now added
to my favourite author list… The rich details of the story are captivating. A must read.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘Fantastic read… I loved this bookI would highly recommend.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘A wonderful story… I was completely captivated… quite heart-breaking.’ All Things Bookie
‘Excellent book! will grab you and hold onto you long after you put it down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘A captivating story… heart-breaking and compelling.’ Stardust Book Reviews ‘Beautifully written…
heart-breaking.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A wonderful tale full of mystery… so evocative I felt I was there…
a poignant and engrossing tale that kept me enthralled.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars This book was
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previously published as Tuscan Roots.

Highlights from the Book of Exodus
Operation Pedro Pan
"Don't be alarmed - that dizzy pleasurable sensation you're experiencing is just your brain slowly exploding
from all the wild magnificent worldbuilding in Nicky Drayden's Escaping Exodus. I loved these characters
and this story, and so will you." - Sam J. Miller, Nebula-Award-winning author of The Art of Starving and
Blackfish City The Compton Crook award–winning author of The Prey of Gods and Temper returns with a
dazzling stand-alone novel, set in deep space, in which the fate of humanity rests on the slender shoulders of
an idealistic and untested young woman—a blend of science fiction, dark humor, and magical realism that
will appeal to fans of Charlie Jane Anders, Jeff VanderMeer, and Nnedi Okorafor. Earth is a distant memory.
Habitable extrasolar planets are still out of reach. For generations, humanity has been clinging to survival by
establishing colonies within enormous vacuum-breathing space beasts and mining their resources to the
point of depletion. Rash, dreamy, and unconventional, Seske Kaleigh should be preparing for her future role
as clan leader, but her people have just culled their latest beast, and she’s eager to find the cause of the
violent tremors plaguing their new home. Defying social barriers, Seske teams up with her best friend, a beast
worker, and ventures into restricted areas for answers to end the mounting fear and rumors. Instead, they
discover grim truths about the price of life in the void. Then, Seske is unexpectedly thrust into the role of clan
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matriarch, responsible for thousands of lives in a harsh universe where a single mistake can be fatal. Her claim
to the throne is challenged by a rival determined to overthrow her and take control—her intelligent, cunning,
and confident sister. Seske may not be a born leader like her sister, yet her unorthodox outlook and
incorruptible idealism may be what the clan needs to save themselves and their world.

An Unorthodox Match
A study of selected sections from the Book of Exodus

Becoming Eve
Honorable Mention in the 2012 Casey Medals for Meritorious Journalism When Hella Winston began
talking with Hasidic Jews for her doctoral dissertation in sociology, she was excited to be meeting members of
the highly insular Satmar sect. While several Jewish journalists and scholars have produced largely admiring
books describing the Lubavitch way of life and that group's outreach efforts to unaffiliated Jews, very little has
been written about the many other Hasidic sects in the United States. Unlike Lubavitchers, members of these
other groups are raised to avoid all unnecessary contact with outside society, including contact with other
Jews. Winston's access was all but unprecedented. As a nonobservant Jew with little prior exposure to the
Hasidic world, she never could have guessed what would happen next-that she would be introduced, slowly
and covertly, to Hasidim from Satmar and other sects who were deeply unhappy with their highly restrictive
way of life and sometimes desperately struggling to leave their communities. First there was Yossi, a young
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man who, though deeply attached to the Hasidic culture in which he was raised, longed for a life with fewer
restrictions and more tolerance. Yossi's efforts at making such a life, however, were being severely hampered
by his fourth grade English and math skills, his profound ignorance of the ways of the outside world, and the
looming threat that pursuing his desires would almost certainly lead to rejection by his family and friends.
Then she met Dini, a young wife and mother whose decision to deviate even slightly from Hasidic standards
of modesty led to threatening phone calls from anonymous men, warning her that she needed to watch the
way she was dressing if she wanted to remain a part of the community. Someone else introduced Winston to
Steinmetz, a closet bibliophile worked in a small Judaica store in his community and spent his days off
anxiously evading discovery in the library of the Conservative Jewish Theological Seminary, whose shelves
contain non-Hasidic books he is forbidden to read but nonetheless devours, often several at a sitting. There
were others still who had actually made the wrenching decision to leave their communities altogether.
Already called a "must read" by Hasidic blogger "Shtreimel," Unchosen tells the fascinating stories of these
and other rebel Hasidim, serious questioners who long for greater personal and intellectual freedom than
their communities allow. In so doing, Unchosen forces us to reexamine the history of these communities and
asks us to consider what we choose not to see when we romanticize them. From the Hardcover edition.
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